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Hi, my name is Nick, and I’m a Data Scientist …



Let’s start with a game …



Roll 1 die

1,2,3
I give you $1.00

4,5,6
You give me $1.00

Would you play this game?

3,How about now?

I’ll give you $1 You give me $1



Two basic methods:

Repeat the same experiment over and 
over again to compile results.

2/6

4/6

Mathematically model and 
calculate exact probabilities.



Real Game Examples





How long does a game last?

The shortest possible game takes 
just seven rolls. 

There are multiple ways this can be 
achieved, it happens approximately 
twice in every thousand games 
played.

One possible solution is the rolls:
4, 6, 6, 2, 6, 6, 4

Directed Graph



Monte-Carlo Simulation

Modal number of 
moves is 20

One billion games!



Cumulative chance of winning

97.6% of games take 
100 moves (or less)

Median number of 
moves is 29



What kind of average are you looking for?

•MODAL number of moves = 20
(Most common number of moves to complete the game)

•MEDIAN number of moves =  29
(As many games take less time to complete as do more)

• (Arithmetic) MEAN number of moves = 36.2
(Sum of all moves divided by number of games, for large N)



Subjective Approach – Markov Chains

Андре́й Андре́евич Ма́рков
(1856-1922)

Model a system as a series of states.

Calculate the stochastic probabilities of 
transitioning from one state to any other.

State #1

State #2 State #3

State #4



Stochastic Process

Crucial to this simple analysis is the concept of a memoryless system.

It does not matter how we got to square G, but once there, we know the probabilities of 
moving to other squares.

All probabilities must add up to 1.0 (something must happen)



Transition Matrix
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a i,j

Square matrix 
containing 
probabilities of 
transitioning from 
state i to state j on 
next step.



Transition Matrix

(Sparse) matrix containing probabilities of transitioning from state i to state j on next move



Snakes and Ladders 
Transition Matrix



Watch out ! #1 

Some squares you can get to in 
more than one way!



Watch out ! #2 

When you get to the end of the 
game, you don’t need an exact roll 
to finish.



Transition Matrix in Action



Results – Roll #1
Create a column vector with 1.0 in location i=0
(Player starts at state zero, off the board)

Multiply this by the Transition Matrix

Output row vector shows probability of where player could be after one roll



Wash, Rinse, Repeat



Roll #2
Now use the probability output from roll #1 as the input for roll #2, and multiply by the 
Transition Matrix again. 

Roll #1 Roll #2



Roll #3, Roll #4 …
First time non-zero 
value appears on 
final square!

Possible to finish the game
in seven rolls
(approx. twice per 1000 games)



Roll #20, Roll #100

Roll #20 Roll #100





Animation



Markov Chain Analysis Results



Formal model

Experimentation



Comparison of methods



Paramapada Sopanam — "The Ladder to Salvation."

• Snakes represent vices and poor choices.
• Ladders represent virtues and sound morality
• Square 100 is “Nirvana”

It was invented by Hindu spiritual leaders to teach 
children about the rewards of good deeds and the 
negative consequences of bad ones.

2nd Century B.C.





Uh-oh! Not a memoryless system

Cards are drawn from a deck and 
then discarded.

Probability of drawing the next 
card depends on cards already 
drawn (Like playing Blackjack). 



Crippled Markov Chain

Approximate system by drawing a card, acting on it, then 
inserting back into deck, shuffling and then drawing again. 

Transition Matrix is easy to create based on 
relative distributions of cards in the deck.

Bridges act like ‘ladders’











Animation



Comparison to Monte-Carlo





What is the best 
starting hand?



Poker odds are complex
Expected outcome is based on 

superposition off odds of making 
each different kind of hand against 

all possible combinations of 
opponents hole cards against all 

combinations of community cards!

The odds change 
depending on the 

number of people at the 
table!

http://www.pokershowpro.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/poker-hand-picture.jpg


© GreatPokerHands.com



http://www-deadline-com.vimg.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Risk1_20110609204114.jpg


Basic Risk Mechanic

•Attacker rolls (up to) 3 dice
•Defender rolls (up to) 2 dice
•Highest dice attacks highest dice
•In a tie, defender wins



Sometimes Brute-Force is easier!
For Attack1 = 1 to 6
For Attack2 = 1 to 6
For Attack3 = 1 to 6

AttackHigh = Highest (Attack1, Attack2, Attack3)
AttackMedium = Medium (Attack1, Attack2, Attack3)

For Defence1 = 1 to 6
For Defence2 = 1 to 6

DefenceHigh = Highest (Defence1, Defence2)
DefenceLow = Lowest (Defence1, Defence2)
Calculate_Win_Loss_Tie (AttackHigh, AttackMedium, DefenceHigh, DefenceLow)

Next
Next

Next
Next

Next

There are only 7,776 combinations. It’s easier, 
simpler, and less error-prone to just brute-force and 

enumerate all combinations



Basic Dice Results



More dice …



Results



A picture paints a thousand numbers

Attacker advantage

Defender advantage

After 5x5, advantage goes to attacker



Results

STRATEGY TIP – It's better to attack then defend. Be 
aggressive.

STRATEGY TIP – Always attack with superior numbers 
to maximize the chances of your attack being 
successful.

STRATEGY TIP – If attacking a region with the same 
number of armies as the defender, make sure that you 
have at least five armies if you want the odds in your 
favour (the more the better).

95% confidence level





What is the probability of rolling a Yahtzee?
In one roll, it’s 1/6 x 1/6 x 1/6 x 1/6 = 1/1296
But what about over three rolls?

Markov Chain – Transition Matrix

Watch out!  Here you may elect to change your 
target!

Answer = 4.6029%



Yahztee - “Just one more roll?”

Number of 
rolls

Cummulative
chance of Yahztee



Breakdown of odds





Where is the best place to aim 
on a dartboard?
(To maximize expected score)





σ
High accuracy
Low standard deviation

Low accuracy
High standard deviation







Animation











More examples:

http://DataGenetics.com/blog



THE END
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